Spectroscopic and electrochemical investigations of some calcification phenomena in ophthalmology and pulmology.
The application of the cyclic voltammetry and UV-VIS as well as IR spectroscopy in the analysis of some calcification phenomena which occurred in human body have shown useful and interesting results. Sometimes the defense process of the human organism in the presence of foreign particles in the injured part of the body is the isolation of these particles with the calcification processes. The calcified worm surgically extracted from the human eye fifty years after its penetration has been analyzed, and the history of its penetration and behavior in the human eye is better understood with cyclic voltammetry and IR spectroscopy. The similar effects were observed in the analysis of calcified foreign body which was found in the human bronchus. The results of the analysis contributed to the little believed possibility that complete biological death of all cells could not occur inside the calcification even after many years of their presence in the human body. Further work is needed for the complete understanding of the observed phenomena. The UV-VIS, IR spectroscopic and cyclic voltammetry investigations are another contribution to the application of chemistry in medicine to mutual benefit.